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MOTION PLANNING AND CONTROL FOR ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY
USING LQR-RRT* AND NONLINEAR MPC
Bryce Doerr∗ and Richard Linares†
Deploying large, complex space structures is of great interest to the modern scien-
tific world as it can provide new capabilities in obtaining scientific, communica-
tive, and observational information. However, many theoretical mission designs
contain complexities that must be constrained by the requirements of the launch
vehicle, such as volume and mass. To mitigate such constraints, the use of on-orbit
additive manufacturing and robotic assembly allows for the flexibility of building
large complex structures including telescopes, space stations, and communica-
tion satellites. The contribution of this work is to develop motion planning and
control algorithms using the linear quadratic regulator and rapidly-exploring ran-
domized trees (LQR-RRT*), path smoothing, and tracking the trajectory using a
closed-loop nonlinear receding horizon control optimizer for a robotic Astrobee
free-flyer. By obtaining controlled trajectories that consider obstacle avoidance
and dynamics of the vehicle and manipulator, the free-flyer rapidly considers and
plans the construction of space structures. The approach is a natural generaliza-
tion to repairing, refueling, and re-provisioning space structure components while
providing optimal collision-free trajectories during operation.
INTRODUCTION
On-orbit robotic assembly of large, complex space structures is an emerging area of autonomy
that can provide greater access to scientific, communicative, and observational knowledge that is
otherwise limited or unknown. When developing space structures, the missions typically have to
meet launch vehicle lifting constraints including volume and mass.1–3 These constraints limit the
design envelope the structure occupies to conduct its mission. By constructing the structure in
space instead, the volumetric constraints affected by the lifting capacity of the launch vehicle can
be eliminated. On-orbit assembly also provides the capabilities to extend the life or upgrade space
structure hardware including repairing, refueling, and re-provisioning.2 Thus, it can be more cost
effective to repair or refuel a space structure on-orbit than to develop a new mission to replace
it. This in turns allows for flexibility while building large space telescopes, space stations, and
communication satellites.4
The use of robotic systems to assemble structures has made significant progress for ground-based
applications, including advances in material deposition and robotic manipulation. For example,
geometrically complex components and devices can be produced using improvements in additive
manufacturing.5, 6 With robotic structural assembly, modular control strategies utilizing component
geometry have been developed to build structures using ground and aerial robotics.7, 8 Multi-robotic
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systems have also been designed to collaboratively propel on, manipulate, and transport voxels to
construct cellular beams, plates, and enclosures9 and by using coarse and fine manipulation tech-
niques.10 For larger multi-robotic systems, distributed control has been used so agents collectively
climb and assemble the structure they are building on.11 These robotic systems provide technologies
that envelop the area of constructing large-scale structures, which has direct applications to space.
Ground robotics has also provided technological advancements in motion planning and trajectory
optimization, which is the foundation necessary to assemble structures. One of these methods is
the Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization for Motion Planning (CHOMP).12 CHOMP is a trajectory
optimization method that uses gradient techniques to construct trajectories based on the cost, dy-
namics, and obstacle constraints from an initial and possibly unfeasible trajectory. However, even
with gradient information of the state-space, the optimization technique may get stuck in a local
minimum, but this method provides a base approach to path planning of on-orbit assembly. Another
approach is the Stochastic Trajectory Optimization for Motion Planning (STOMP).13 Similarly to
CHOMP, STOMP is a trajectory optimization method that constructs trajectories based on mini-
mizing the cost constrained to obstacle avoidance and the dynamics. In this method, no gradient
information is used, so costs that are non-differentiable and non-smooth can still be used to find
optimal trajectories; however, optimizing trajectories with this technique is inefficient compared to
CHOMP since cost function gradient information is not utilized.
A numerically robust and computationally efficient method to trajectory optimization is achieved
through the use of sequential convex programming (TrajOpt).14 This method uses sequential convex
programming (SCP) to numerically optimize L1 distance penalties for both inequality and equal-
ity constraints. The method solves a convex problem based on approximating the cost and con-
straints, which are non-convex using sequential quadratic programming. A computationally simpler
algorithm to SCP is the proximal averaged Newton-type method for optimal control (PANOC) al-
gorithm.15 The PANOC optimizer is a line-search method that integrates Newton-type steps and
forward-backward iterations over a real-valued continuous merit function. Thus, fast convergence
is enabled using first-order information of the cost function and reduction in linear algebra opera-
tions when compared to SCP.15, 16
One final approach to planning dynamically feasible trajectories is using RRT*.17 This is a
sampled-based algorithm, which produces asymptotically optimal motion planning solutions to a
domain-heuristic. Historically, the domain-heuristic has been a Euclidean distance metric to min-
imize the L2 distance, but this has been improved to reflect the dynamics and control of systems
using the cost-to-go pseudo-metric based on the linear quadratic regulator (LQR).18 The advantage
of RRT*-based algorithms is that it can be applied to real-time systems in a computationally efficient
manner in which the sampling itself can be interrupted at set time-intervals to allow for real-time
operation as well as provide collision-free trajectories.
The concept of robotic assembly of space structures is becoming closer to reality with upcoming
NASA missions and concepts. The Restore-L servicing mission is an upcoming mission that will
refuel the Landsat 7 spacecraft on-orbit through the use of autonomous rendezvous and grasping
technology.19 Although specific algorithms on the Restore-L mission are proprietary, a general pa-
per submitted by Gaylor discusses innovative algorithms for safe spacecraft proximity operations.20
For this method, it is assumed that the servicer spacecraft and the primary spacecraft are unable to
communicate with each other, but the servicer spacecraft is able to collect the primary spacecraft
states from a ground station. Trajectory design is implemented using safety ellipses to prevent col-
lisions while circumnavigating the primary spacecraft in order to map waypoints for possible injec-
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tion. This trajectory method allows for safe rendezvous when information of the primary spacecraft
is limited, which is useful to robotic assembly since the components are uncommunicative.
Industry and academia have also proposed concepts to advance the field of robotic assembly
of space structures. Tethers Unlimited, Inc. is currently enabling new technologies for on-orbit
fabrication including antennas, solar panels, and truss structures using SpiderFab.21 Made In Space,
Inc. is also planning on manufacturing and assembly of spacecraft components on-orbit through
its Archinaut One.22 These assemblers are defined by capturing the structure with a robotic arm
for servicing or construction. Alternatively, space structures can be assembled using proximity
operations with free-flyer robots.1 At MIT’s Space Systems Laboratory (SSL), Astrobee, a six
degree of freedom (DOF) free-flyer with a 3 DOF robotic arm, is being used to develop capabilities
relating to microgravity manipulation, multi-agent coordination, and higher-level autonomy. This
research will be developed for tests on the International Space Station (ISS).23 Thus, Astrobee has
the functionality necessary to serve as a testbed for developing modular motion planning strategies
for on-orbit assembly.
This work builds on these technologies by extending LQR-RRT*, PANOC, obstacle avoidance,
and the Astrobee testbed for application of on-orbit robotic assembly of space structures, which
offers improvements in computational efficiency and optimal collision free trajectories for con-
structing next generation telescopes, space stations, and communication satellites.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work, the motion planning and control necessary for on-orbit assembly of space structures
makes use of LQR-RRT*, a shortcutting trajectory smoothing algorithm, and model predictive con-
trol (MPC) using a PANOC nonconvex solver. Specifically, LQR-RRT* is applied to the Astrobee
free-flyer to obtain an initial sub-optimal but collision-free trajectory. Although the trajectory can
be optimized directly to determine the control inputs necessary for the robot, the trajectory may be
jerky and unnatural with respect to the target due to the random sampling used in the algorithm.
Thus, a trajectory smoothing algorithm using shortcutting is introduced to mitigate the effect of
random sampling from the initial trajectory and also considers collision avoidance. Unfortunately,
the trajectory obtained through smoothing is not time-dependent, so the smoothed trajectory is re-
computed through an LQR control method. With this new trajectory, MPC is applied through a
PANOC nonconvex solver to obtain the control inputs to follow this trajectory. Thus, the robot can
follow the planned trajectory to manipulate and assemble parts into structures. The benefit of using
a LQR-RRT* and a trajectory smoother motion planner is the reduction in computational complex-
ity of determining optimal solutions through the PANOC nonconvex solver. The state space can be
complex due to the free-flyer dynamics and the increase in obstacles during the on-orbit assembly
process, so motion planning and control solutions must continuously be feasible as the complexity
increases in the problem. The control hierarchy for this work is shown in Figure 1, in which the
high level LQR-RRT* planning has a lower computational bandwidth and larger control abstraction
than its low level MPC counterpart which promotes exploration for finding paths and precision for
converging and maintaining a path. To begin, motion planning and control is presented for a general
nonlinear system.
The continuous time dynamics for a nonlinear system is given by
x˙(t) = f(x(t),u(t)), (1)
where x(t) ∈ Rnx is the robot state and u(t) ∈ Rnu is the robot control input about time t where nx
3
Figure 1. Motion planning and control hierarchy for the on-orbit assembler.
and nu are the state size and control vector, respectively. The state vector contains the kinematics
and dynamics for both the translational and rotational motion of the robot as well as any manipulator
attached. The control vector contains the forces and torques necessary to actuate the robot. For
motion planning using LQR-RRT* and nonlinear MPC, the dynamics are discretized. Additionally
for LQR-RRT*, the dynamics must also be linearized to obtain approximate solutions using linear
time-varying (LTV) systems. By discretization and linearization, a linear-time varying system can
be obtained in the form
δxk+1 = Akδxk +Bkδuk, (2)
where Ak and Bk are the state and control matrices at a time-step k. The terms δxk = (xk − x¯k)
and δuk = (uk − u¯k) are the perturbation state and control about some operating point x¯k. For
this work, the operating point occurs at some target x¯k = xdes. For a discrete nonlinear system, the
equation is given by
xk+1 = xk +
1
6
h(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4), (3a)
k1 = f(xk,uk), (3b)
k2 = f(xk +
k1
2
,uk), (3c)
k3 = f(xk +
k2
2
,uk), (3d)
k4 = f(xk + k3,uk). (3e)
The full derivation of the linearization and discretization using a first-order Taylor series expansion
and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is presented in the Appendix. The goal is to plan and
control a robotic free-flyer for on-orbit assembly constrained to dynamics and obstacles (parts to be
assembled) about a quadratic cost function
J(δx0, δU0:N−1) =
N−1∑
k=0
l(δxk, δuk) + lN (δxN ), (4)
where δU0:N−1 = [δu0, δu1, · · · , δuN−1] is the control sequence, l(δxk, δuk) is the running cost,
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and lN (δxN ) is the terminal cost to a time N . This is given by
l(δxk, δuk) =
1
2
 1δxk
δuk
T  0 qTk rTkqk Qk Pk
rk Pk Rk
 1δxk
δuk
 , lN (δxN ) = 1
2
δxTNQNδxN + δx
T
NqN ,
(5)
where qk, rk, Qk, Rk, and Pk are the running weights (coefficients), and QN and qN are the
terminal weights. The weight matrices, Qk and Rk, are positive definite and the block matrix[
Qk Pk
Pk Rk
]
is positive-semidefinite.24
MOTION PLANNING AND CONTROL
LQR-RRT*
The high level motion planning for an on-orbit free-flyer is developed using LQR-RRT*. The
motivation for this work is that it provides computationally efficient, collision-free trajectories in a
complex state-space through sampling.18 Since LQR-RRT* and its algorithms have been discussed
extensively in literature,25 an overview of LQR-RRT* is discussed with application to on-orbit
assembly using free-flyers. Note that the discussion follows closely to Perez.18
RRT* : For a nonlinear system given in Eq. (1), the goal is to obtain a trajectory that minimizes
the cost function given in Eq. (4) with an initial state x0 and goal state xdes. By using RRT*, a
dynamically feasible continuous trajectory with the property of asymptotic optimality can be found.
RRT* consists of five major components. This includes:
• Random sampling: The state-space is randomly sampled uniformly to obtain a node (state).
This is called xrand.
• Near nodes: With a current set of nodes N in the tree and the xrand, a subset of Nnear ⊆ N is
found close to xrand using a distance metric,{
x′ ∈ N : ||xrand − x′|| ≤ γ
(
logn
n
)1/nx}
, (6)
where n is the number of nodes in the tree, γ is a constant, and || · || is a distance metric.
• Choosing a parent: Minimal cost trajectories for each candidate node in Nnear is computed
with respect to xrand. This is through a straight line steering method. The node with the
lowest cost (xmin) becomes the parent of the random node and a trajectory σmin is returned.
• Collision checking: The path σmin is checked against any obstacles within the state-space.
Specifics to collision checking is discussed in the Collision Avoidance Section.
• Rewire: If the path σmin and node xrand is collision-free, xrand is added to the set of nodes
N, and then attempts to reconnect xrand with the set Nnear if the cost is less than its current
parent node.
These algorithm components provide a recursion to obtaining asymptotically optimal trajectories.
Careful design of distance heuristics must be considered for complex problems. However, ex-
tensions of this initial algorithm can be made by minimizing an LQR cost and computing LQR
trajectories between nodes instead.
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LQR : Although the initial free-flyer dynamics is nonlinear given in Eq. (1), a linearized and
discretized approximation can be obtained as a LTV system in Eq. (2). The quadratic cost given by
Eq. (4) can be simplified to
J(δx0, δU0:N−1) =
N−1∑
k=0
δxTk qk + δu
T
k rk +
1
2
δxTkQkδxk +
1
2
δuTkRkδuk + δu
T
k Pkδxk
+
1
2
δxTNQNδxN + δx
T
NqN .
(7)
The optimal control solution is based on minimizing the cost function in terms of the control se-
quence which is given by
δU?0:N−1(δx0) = arg min
δU0:N−1
J(δx0, δU0:N−1). (8)
To solve for the optimal control solution given by Eq. (8), a value iteration method is used. Value
iteration is a method that determines the optimal cost-to-go (value) starting at the final time-step
and moving backwards in time minimizing the control sequence. Similar to Eq. (4) and (8), the
cost-to-go and optimal cost-to-go are defined as
J(δxk, δUk:N−1) =
N−1∑
k
l(δxk, δuk) + lN (δxN ), (9a)
V (δxk) = min
δUk:N−1
J(δxk, δUk:N−1), (9b)
Instead, the cost starts from time-step k instead of k = 0. At a time-step k, the optimal cost-to-go
function is a quadratic function given by
V (δxk) =
1
2
δxTk Skδxk + δx
T
k sk + ck, (10)
where Sk, sk, and ck are computed backwards in time using the value iteration method. First, the
final conditions SN = QN , sN = qN , and cN = c are set. This reduces the minimization of
the entire control sequence to just a minimization over a control input at a time-step which is the
principle of optimality.26 To find the optimal cost-to-go, the Riccati equations are used to propagate
the final conditions backwards in time given by
Sk = A
T
k Sk+1Ak +Qk −
(
BTk Sk+1Ak + P
T
k
)T (
BTk Sk+1Bk +Rk
)−1 (
BTk Sk+1Ak + P
T
k
)
,
(11a)
sk = qk +A
T
k sk+1 +A
T
k Sk+1gk
− (BTk Sk+1Ak + P Tk )T (BTk Sk+1Bk +Rk)−1 (BTk Sk+1gk +BTk sk+1 + rk) , (11b)
ck = g
T
k Sk+1gk + 2s
T
k+1gk + ck+1
− (BTk Sk+1gk +BTk sk+1 + rk)T (BTk Sk+1Bk +Rk)−1 (BTk Sk+1gk +BTk sk+1 + rk) . (11c)
Using the Ricatti solution, the optimal control policy is in the affine form
δuk(xk) = Kkδxk + lk, (12)
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where the controller, Kk, and controller offset is given by
Kk = −(Rk +BTk Sk+1Bk)−1(BTk Sk+1Ak + P Tk ), (13a)
lk = −(Rk +BTk Sk+1Bk)−1(BTk Sk+1gk +BTk sk+1 + rk). (13b)
This optimal solution to the LQR problem works for linear approximations of nonlinear equations
of motion and quadratic cost functions, and can be combined directly with RRT* to explore the
state-space and obtain asymptotically optimal, collision-free trajectories.
LQR-RRT* : By incorporating the LQR algorithm with RRT*, the distance heuristic becomes
the quadratic LQR formulation. This algorithm consists of seven major components including:
• Random sampling: This component remains unchanged from RRT*. The state-space is ran-
domly sampled uniformly to obtain a node called xrand shown in Fig. 2(a).
• Nearest node: With a current set of nodes N in the tree and xrand, the nearest node in the tree
is obtained relative to xrand using the LQR optimal cost-to-go function in Eq. (10) which
simplifies to
xnearest = arg min
x′∈N
(x′ − xrand)TSrand(x′ − xrand) + (x′ − xrand)srand + crand, (14)
where Srand, srand, and crand are computed about the time-step which xrand occurs. This is
shown in Fig. 2(b).
• LQR steer: With xnearest and xrand, a trajectory is obtained using LQR that connects both
nodes. Note that the path obtained can be trajectories that move towards xrand. The final
state of this path is xnew which appears in Fig. 2(c).
• Near nodes: With the set N and xnew, a subset of Nnear ⊆ N is found close to xnew using the
Eq. (10) distance metric expressed as{
x′ ∈ N : (x′ − xnew)TSnew(x′ − xnew) + (x′ − xnew)snew + cnew ≤ γ
(
logn
n
)1/nx}
.
(15)
This is visualized in Fig. 2(d).
• Choosing a parent: This component is similar to RRT*. Minimal cost trajectories for each
candidate inNnear are found with respect to xnew. Instead of the straight line steering method
used in RRT*, the LQR steering is used instead to obtain the node with the lowest cost (xmin)
and the trajectory σmin. This becomes the parent node of xnew which is shown in Fig. 2(e).
• Collision checking: This component remains unchanged from RRT* and is discussed in the
Collision Avoidance Section. A visualization is made in Fig. 2(f).
• Rewire near nodes: This component is similar to RRT*. If the path σmin and node xnew is
collision-free, xnew is added to the set of nodes N, and then attempts to reconnect xnew with
the set Nnear if the cost is less than its current parent node using LQR steering. The process
of rewiring the nodes is depicted by Fig. 2(g) which results in the trajectory in Fig 2(h).
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This algorithm provides the recursion to obtain asymptotically optimal trajectories using the LQR
distance heuristic. A single pass of the algorithm is provided in Fig. 2 showing how a trajectory
is built from samples. LQR-RRT* provides an initial trajectory to meet on-orbit assembly goals
like avoiding structural parts used for assembly and providing efficient trajectories to initialize ma-
nipulation. Unfortunately, due to the process of sampling through LQR-RRT*, the trajectory may
be jerky and unnatural if not enough samples are taken. Thus, a trajectory smoothing agorithm
through shortcutting is applied to mitigate this effect as well as consider collision avoidance. This
is discussed next.
(a) Random Sampling (b) Nearest Node (c) LQR Steer
(d) Near Nodes (e) Choosing a Parent (f) Collision Checking
(g) Rewire Near Nodes (h) Rewired Tree
Figure 2. LQR-RRT* algorithm components.
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Trajectory Smoothing by Shortcutting
Trajectory smoothing can be obtained using the shortcutting heuristic which continuously iterates
two random points across the existing path and constructs a path segment between them while
considering collision avoidance.27, 28 Although shortcutting does not obtain optimality in trajectory
generation, it produces high-quality and smooth paths for further optimization. An overview of the
basic shortcutting algorithm is presented which follows closely to Geraerts.28 Since this algorithm
is not time-dependent, the resulting smoothed trajectory is recomputed through LQR control for
dynamic feasibility, although alternative shortcutting methods that incorporate time-dependence
have been explored.29 The shortcutting algorithm consists of three major components including:
• Random sampling: Two points, a and b, of the initial trajectory, σ0, are randomly sampled
which results a trajectory with three sections σ0 = [σ1, σ2, σ3]. The random points occur at
the initial and final states xa and xb of σ2 in Fig. 3(a).
• Straight Line Interpolation: A straight line interpolation between xa and xb is determined.
The new trajectory is σ2,interp. Note that any interpolation can be applied including methods
that incorporate dynamic feasibility (e.g. LQR). The interpolation is visualized in Fig. 3(a).
• Collision Checking: Lastly, the new trajectory σ2,interp is checked against any obstacles
within the state-space which appears in Fig. 3(b). Collision checking is discussed in the Col-
lision Avoidance Section. If the new trajectory avoids the obstacles, then σ2,interp is patched
with the two other sections σ1 and σ3 into σnew = [σ1, σ2,interp, σ3] as shown in Fig 3(c).
This algorithm, shown in Fig 3, consists of one loop to obtain smooth trajectories from an ini-
tial LQR-RRT* path. To acquire time-dependent, dynamically feasible trajectories of the on-orbit
free-flyer in motion, the smoothed trajectory is recomputed using LQR as discussed previously. Al-
though recomputing the LQR trajectory does not provide guaranteed collision avoidance, the LQR
trajectory can be designed to track the smoothed shortcutting trajectory very closely, preventing col-
lisions. It should be mentioned that guaranteed collision avoidance with an LQR trajectory can be
obtained by incorporating LQR into the Straight Line Interpolation step of the algorithm, although
it may reduce the computational efficiency due to its iterative nature. For this work, LQR is ap-
plied after the smoothing algorithm to show the basics of trajectory smoothing, although benefits of
implementing LQR in conjunction with smoothing exists. With a smoothed, dynamically feasible
on-orbit free-flyer trajectory, MPC can be applied through a PANOC nonconvex solver to obtain the
control inputs to follow this trajectory.
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
The motion planning used to obtain trajectories for the on-orbit free-flyer uses a linear assumption
on the dynamics of the system. Although, this linear assumption produces RRT* trajectories quicker
than computing the paths using the full nonlinear dynamics, using the nonlinear dynamics can more
accurately capture the system’s motion. Thus, a discrete-time constrained optimal control problem
is set up using nonlinear MPC which allows for feedback control laws that track the RRT* trajectory
using the full nonlinearity of the system while providing efficient computations (and mitigating the
curse of dimensionality) through MPC. Specifically, the PANOC algorithm is used to solve for
control solutions which assumes a smooth and nonconvex cost function in addition to smooth and
possibly nonconvex input constraints. The input constraints can either be hard or soft constraints.
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(a) Random Sampling & Straight Line
Interpolation
(b) Collision Checking (c) Rewired Trajectory
Figure 3. Trajectory smoothing using the shortcutting heuristic.
In this section, a single-shooting formulation of the optimal control problem is presented using
PANOC. Note that the discussion follows closely to Sopasakis.30
A general parametric optimization problem is given by
min
υ∈Υ
f(υ, p), (16a)
Subject to :F1(υ, p) ∈ C, (16b)
F2(υ, p) = 0, (16c)
where υ ∈ Rnυ is the decision variable vector, p ∈ Rnp is the parameter vector, f(υ, p) : Rn0 → R
is a continuously differentiable (and possibly nonconvex) function with a Lf -Lipschitz gradient,
Υ ⊆ Rn0 is a nonempty, closed set for computing projects, F1(υ, p) : Rn0 → Rn1 is a smooth
mapping with a Lipschitz-continuous Jacobian bounded on U , C ⊆ Rn1 is a convex set to deter-
mine distances, and F2(υ, p) : Rn0 → Rn2 is a function in which ||F2(υ, p)||2 is continuously
differentiable with a Lipschitz-continuous gradient.
The constraints given by Eqs. (16b) and (16c) are accounted in the optimization using the aug-
mented Lagrangian method and the penalty method, respectively. Equality and inequality con-
straints are given by
Heq(υ, p) = 0, (17a)
Hineq(υ, p) ≤ 0, (17b)
and both can be included into Eqs. (16b) and (16c). By letting F1(υ, p) = Heq(υ, p) in Eq. (16b),
the equality is incorporated by setting C = 0. The inequality constraint can be included in Eq. (16b)
by letting F1(υ, p) = Hineq(υ, p) and setting C = {ν ∈ Rn1 : ν ≤ 0}. For Eq. (16c), the equality
constraint can be found by letting F2(υ, p) = Heq(υ, p) instead. The inequality constraint can be
obtained in Eq. (16c) by letting F2(υ, p) = max [0, Hineq(υ, p)].
From the general parametric optimization problem given in Eq. (16), a discrete-time single-
shooting optimization problem can be formed as
min
U0:N−1
N−1∑
k=0
l(Fk(U0:k,x0),uk) + lN (FN (U0:N−1,x0)) (18a)
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Subject to :uk ∈ U0:N−1, (18b)
F0(u0,x0) = x0, (18c)
Fk+1(U0:k,x0) = f(Fk(U0:k,x0),uk), (18d)
Hk(Fk(U0:k,x0),uk) ≤ 0, (18e)
where Fk(U0:k,x0) is a sequence of functions to obtain xk, f(·,uk) is a nonlinear dynamics func-
tion given by Eq. (3), and Hk(Fk(U0:k,x0),uk) are the inequality constraints that can be formed as
either Eq. (16b) or (16c). For a time-step k, the nonlinear MPC formulation can directly be derived
from Eq. (18) by optimizing over a prediction horizon Np given by
min
Uk:(k+Np−1)
Np−1∑
j=0
l(Fk+j(U0:(k+j),x0),uk+j) + lNp(FNp(U0:(Np−1),x0)) (19a)
Subject to :uk+j ∈ Uk:(k+Np−1), (19b)
F0(u0,x0) = x0, (19c)
Fk+j+1(U0:(k+j),x0) = f(Fk+j(U0:(k+j),x0),uk+j), (19d)
Hk+j(Fk+j(U0:(k+j),x0),uk+j) ≤ 0. (19e)
At each time-step k, an optimal control sequence of U?k:(k+Np−1) =
[
u?k,u
?
k+1, . . . ,u
?
k+Np−1
]
is
found, and the first control input, u?k, is applied to the robotic system (Eq. (3)). The prediction
horizon, Np, can be modified to to trade-off the computational performance of the optimization and
the optimality of the solution with respect to the finite horizon N . With the optimization prob-
lem formed, the optimal control solutions can be obtained using the PANOC solver to guarantee
real-time performance.15, 30 In the next two sections, the obstacle avoidance constraints and the dy-
namical constraints are discussed, which are applied to either the LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing,
or nonlinear MPC in specific forms.
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
For on-orbit assembly, obstacle avoidance is an area to consider to prevent harm to either the on-
orbit free-flyer or the assembled structure. Fortunately, collision avoidance can be implemented in
all parts of the problem described in Fig. 1. A component of LQR-RRT* and trajectory smoothing
via shortcutting include a collision checking element which checks whether the path between two
nodes intersects with an obstacle. If there is such an intersection, the path between the two nodes is
thrown out. The LQR planning algorithm applied after the smoothing does not guarantee collision
avoidance, but the motion planning can be designed to follow the shortcutting trajectory to prevent
obstacle collisions. Also as discussed previously, the LQR motion planning can be incorporated
into the Straight Line Interpolation step of the shortcutting algorithm to provide time-dependent
trajectories with guaranteed collision avoidance. Lastly, collision avoidance can be implemented
directly as a constraint for the nonlinear MPC problem. By solving the nonlinear MPC problem
using a PANOC solver, control solutions can be found that follows a trajectory while avoiding
obstacles.
For the on-orbit free-flyer, the goal is to avoid obstacle collisions with structural parts during its
structural assembly. The obstacles themselves can be tracked by the on-orbit free-flyer or remotely
by another spacecraft or a ground station. By knowing the states of the obstacles, the on-orbit
free-flyer can approximate a keep-out zone using a 3D ellipsoid.31
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Ellipsoid Method
A 3D ellipsoid constraint bounds an obstacle by an ellipsoidal keep-out zone. If the obstacle
has no uncertainty in its size, an ellipsoid can be formed which encloses the obstacle’s volume. If
uncertainty in the obstacle’s size exists, the ellipsoid that encloses the obstacles may include a safety
factor. For estimation problems with assumed Gaussian noise, the corresponding covariance can be
directly incorporated into the ellipsoid model to represent the uncertainty of the obstacle inside of it.
The ellipsoid representation of obstacles can also be directly applied to higher fidelity applications.
Instead of bounding a entire space structure with an ellipsoid, individual structural parts can be
modeled with an ellipsoid to be avoided. This is useful for on-orbit assembly applications, since
individual structural parts are manipulated in order to assemble larger structures. The ellipsoidal
constraint for collision avoidance is given by
(xpos − xobs)T Pobs (xpos − xobs) ≥ 1, (20)
where xobs is the ellipsoid’s centroid position, Pobs is a positive definite shape matrix of the ellip-
soid, and xpos is the position of a point on the path in question. This constraint is nonlinear and
nonconvex, but motion planning and control discussed in the previous section are able to handle
such constraints. If xpos lies outside the ellipsoid, the constraint in Eq. (20) is met (returned true),
and if xpos lie inside the ellipsoid, the constraint in Eq. (20) is not met (returned false). Each point
on the trajectory must be evaluated against Eq. (20) to determine whether any collisions occurred.
For LQR-RRT* and trajectory smoothing using shortcutting, this is a simple for-loop. For nonlinear
MPC, the constraint must be formed as Eq. (17b) given by
Hineq =
1...
1

N×1
− diag{X TPobsX} ≤
0...
0

N×1
(21)
whereN is the time horizon of the trajectory, X is a stacked sequence of position states specified by
X = [(xpos,0 − xobs,0) , (xpos,1 − xobs,1) , . . . , (xpos,N − xobs,N )] ∈ R3×N , and diag(·) transforms
the diagonals of theN×N matrix into a column vector. Note that xobs can be dynamically moving,
and thus, a time dependency is included in Eq. (21). This provides the collision check or constraint
for a single obstacle, but this constraint can be expanded to multiple obstacles by comparing the
trajectory position state to every obstacle on the field. This is given by
Hineq =
1...
1

(N ·Nobs)×1
−
 diag{X
TPobs,1X}
...
diag{X TPobs,NobsX}
 ≤
0...
0

(N ·Nobs)×1
(22)
where Nobs is the number of obstacles on the field. Thus, obstacle avoidance using the ellipsoidal
method can be applied to LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing using shortcutting, and nonlinear MPC
using PANOC optimization.
Since, Eq. (20) is a nonconvex problem, considerations must be discussed with ill-posed plan-
ning problems. If the velocity of the robot is considerably fast, the time update between states in
a discrete system can jump a great deal if the time interval is not fine enough. If this distance be-
tween two consecutive states is larger than the smallest characteristic length of the ellipsoid, then
optimization solutions can be found which meet the constraints, but the robot technically collides
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with the obstacle. Great care must be taken to prevent these ill-posed problems, and one method to
mitigate them is by increasing the resolution of the sample time and interpolating the trajectory in
the obstacle constraint comparison.32 Therefore, collision-free trajectories can be obtained from the
optimization solutions.
ROBOTIC FREE-FLYER DYNAMICS
To show the viability of the motion planning and control of an on-orbit free-flyer for assembly,
a multi-rigid body system is used to describe the dynamics. The dynamics are used directly in
motion planning and control of the spacecraft by computing the corresponding linearization and
discretization discussed in the Appendix.
Multi-Rigid Body Dynamics
For the formulation of the on-orbit free-flyer dynamics, it is assumed that the spacecraft consists
of multiple rigid body parts including a base and a manipulator. Also, it is assumed that the effects
due to relative motion are negligible since the structural parts are within a close vicinity of the
spacecraft.
The states for the multi-body, on-orbit free-flyer consists of
xbase(t) =
[
rbase(t)
θbase(t)
]
, qm(t) =
 q1(t)...
qNm(t)
 , (23)
where rbase(t) and θbase(t) are the Cartesian position and attitude of the base spacecraft and qm(t)
are the joint angular positions of the manipulator at a time t. The manipulator state, qm(t), is
generalized with Nm number of joints. The multiple rigid body states can be combined into one
state specified by
x(t) =
[
xbase(t)
qm(t)
]
. (24)
This multi-body state description can be propagated through time in a compact nonlinear form
G(x(t))x¨(t) +D(x(t), x˙(t))x˙(t) = τ (t), (25)
where G(x(t)) ∈ R(6+Nm)×(6+Nm) is a positive-semidefinite, symmetric, generalized inertia ma-
trix, D(x(t), x˙(t)) ∈ R(6+Nm)×(6+Nm) is a generalized convective inertia matrix which contains
the nonlinear centrifugal and Coriolis expressions, and τ (t) are the generalized torques and forces
applied on the state-space.33 The generalized inertia and convective inertia matrices, G(x(t)) and
D(x(t), x˙(t)), can be computed directly using efficient recursions obtained through the Newton-
Euler approach and Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement Matrices (DeNOC).34, 35 These
methods provide efficient algorithms to compute the forward and inverse kinematics necessary to
derive G(x(t)) and D(x(t), x˙(t)). Specifically, the Spacecraft Robotics Toolkit (SPART) mod-
els the multi-robotic system’s equations of motion from Eq. (25) using this approach.36 From a
URDF (Unified Robot Description Format) file of the on-orbit free-flyer, SPART is used to obtain
the dynamics for LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing, and nonlinear MPC using the PANOC solver.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
For this work, the Astrobee on-orbit free-flyer, with a simplified 2-Degree of Freedom (DOF)
manipulator, is tasked for on-orbit assembly of space structures. This includes the motion planning
to and from a 3D printer (in which parts are manufactured) and the area which the space structure is
built. One top of the simplified manipulator, it is also assumed that the actuation is not constrained
to any limits, and during the manipulation, the mass properties do not change between the combined
Astrobee and structural part.
Table 1. Astrobee: Inertial Properties
Properties Mass [kg] Moment of Inertia [kg m2]
Ixx Iyy Izz
Base 7.0 0.11 0.11 0.11
Arm 1 1.0 0.05 0.05 0.05
Arm 2 1.0 0.05 0.05 0.05
End-Effector 4.0 0 0 0
The base Astrobee has a full (6-DOF) capability inside the state-space environment and the ma-
nipulator has an additional 2-DOF arm (Nm = 2) from actuation of the joints.37 The mass properties
for a simulated Astrobee used in this problem are given in Table 1.37 Note that the properties are
modified for this problem (e.g. the end-effector is assumed to have a mass of 4kg as consideration
for any structural parts attached). From these properties, A URDF robotic description file of As-
trobee was designed to obtain the multi-body dynamics necessary for motion planning and control
using the hierarchy in Fig. 1. The results obtained through this hierarchy are discussed next.
(a) Base Translational States (b) Base Attitude
Figure 4. Translational and attitude states for the base Astrobee using LQR-RRT*
(blue) and trajectory smoothing (red).
LQR-RRT*, Trajectory Smoothing, and LQR
In order to assemble structures from 3D printed parts on-orbit, a simulation using LQR-RRT*
was developed. For this scenario in Fig. 1, the goal is to find an initial path from Astrobee’s current
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position to the 3D printer or to the desired location for construction. The trajectories obtained from
LQR-RRT* are shown in blue in Figure 4. The trajectories were found to move between the 3D
printer and the desired location for construction while avoiding ellipsoidal obstacles. At specific
points along the path, the trajectory is jerky and unnatural since the algorithm is ran until an initial
trajectory, which completes the path between Astrobee and the desired state, is found. If the LQR-
RRT* algorithm continues sampling the space through time, the trajectories obtained would reach
asymptotic optimality with respect to the cost function, but for this work, computational efficiency
is necessary for Astrobee to perform on-orbit assembly.
(a) Base Translational States (b) Base Attitude
Figure 5. Translational and attitude states for the base Astrobee using LQR (green)
and the reference smoothing trajectory(red).
To mitigate the randomness of sampling in LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing by shortcutting
is implemented as shown in red within Figure 4. Specifically, smoother, collision-free paths (in
position and orientation) are found for Astrobee, and mitigation of the randomness of the sampling
from LQR-RRT* can be observed. As a note from the figure, each point of the shortcutting trajectory
is time independent. This trajectory was projected onto the LQR-RRT* trajectory to show the
differences between the two trajectories.
Since the smoothed trajectory is time-independent, the smoothed trajectory was recomputed using
LQR which appears in Figure 5 where the green and red lines are the LQR and shortcut trajectories,
respectively. In this case, the smoothed trajectory is some desired state the Astrobee must achieve by
LQR tracking. From the figure, the response reaches the desired state with a settling time of 3.40s.
By using LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing, and LQR to obtain a on-orbit Astrobee trajectory, MPC
through PANOC can be applied to control the spacecraft along this trajectory as well as manipulate
parts for on-orbit assembly.
Nonlinear MPC using PANOC
The trajectory obtained from LQR-RRT*, trajectory smoothing, and LQR was applied directly
to the states of the base Astrobee. No trajectories were formed for the Astrobee manipulator dur-
ing motion planning. Instead, the manipulator was commanded directly to a desired state using
Nonlinear MPC. This is in addition to controlling the base Astrobee through the planned trajectory.
The time-history response for the base and manipulator states of the Astrobee free-flyer during the
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(a) Base Translational States (b) Base Attitude
(c) Manipulator States
Figure 6. Translational and attitude states for the base Astrobee and angular position
states for the manipulator using nonlinear MPC.
on-orbit assembly is shown in Figure 6. From the figure, the manipulator was commanded to pi4 rad
or 0 rad to grasp the structural part or to retract during motion. The nonlinear MPC solver used
a prediction horizon, Np, of 10 time-steps into the future with an average of 30ms computational
time to solve for the control input, thus providing real-time capabilities. Trajectory snapshots for the
on-orbit assembly process is shown in Figure 7. The goal for Astrobee is to construct a pyramid-like
structure with 10 ellipsoids constructed from a 3D printer (cube). Figure 7(a) shows Astrobee mov-
ing toward the first structural part. In Figure 7(b), Astrobee grasps the first part and starts its motion
to the assembly area. Next in Figure 7(c), Astrobee places the first part in its desired area, and
Astrobee moves onward to the second part. Figure 7(d) shows the bottom of the structure formed.
Figure 7(e) shows the second layer of the structure formed. Figure 7(f) shows the finished pyramid-
like structure formed from the ellipsoid structural part. When computing collision avoidance for
the 3D printer and the structural parts, the Pobs in Eq. (20) was designed with a safety factor due
to the size of the Astrobee from its centroid and trajectories obtained from LQR. Thus, control of
collision-free trajectories for the on-orbit assembly system was obtained.
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(a) Motion to first part (b) Manipulation of first part
(c) Placement of part and motion back to 3D printer (d) Formation of bottom layer of structure
(e) Formation of second layer of structure (f) The finished structure
Figure 7. Trajectory snapshots of the on-orbit assembly process using Astrobee
CONCLUSION
The objective of the paper is to formulate the motion planning and control of a robotic free-flyer
(Astrobee) for on-orbit assembly of space structures through the extension of LQR-RRT*, trajectory
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smoothing, obstacle avoidance, and nonlinear MPC using PANOC. By setting up a problem in which
parts manufactured by a 3D printer are described by an ellipsoid, collision-free trajectories are found
for the on-orbit free-flyer. Then, real-time nonlinear MPC solutions were determined to maintain
a collision-free optimal trajectory following the 8-DOF free-flyer and manipulator dynamics. This
provides the on-orbit free-flyer the ability for on-orbit manipulation and the rapid consideration
for the construction of space structures in simulation. For future work, the goal is to extend this
work to physical experiments with the Astrobee robot on the ISS, identify changes in moment of
inertia during manipulation, characterize contact during the manipulation, and improve trajectory
smoothing by finding time-dependent solutions.
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APPENDIX: LINEARIZATION AND DISCRETIZATION
Linearization
The dynamics for a free-flyer robot is described by the nonlinear equations of motion given by
Eq. (1). In order to apply LQR-RRT*, the equations of motion must be linearized and discretized.
By taking a first-order Taylor series expansion of Eq. (1) around an operating point for linearization,
x¯(t) and u¯(t), a linear time-varying (LTV) system can be found which approximates the nonlinear
equation given by
x˙(t) ≈ f(x(t),u(t))|x¯(t),u¯(t) + ∂f(x(t),u(t))∂x(t)
∣∣∣
x¯(t),u¯(t)
(x(t)− x¯(t)) + ∂f(x(t),u(t))∂u(t)
∣∣∣
x¯(t),u¯(t)
(u(t)− u¯(t)) .
(26)
This equation is simplified to a linear state-space model using perturbations from the operating point
given by
δx˙(t) = A˜(t)δx(t) + B˜(t)δu(t), (27)
where δx˙(t) = x˙(t)− f(x(t),u(t))|x¯(t),u¯(t), δx(t) = x(t)− x¯(t), and δu(t) = u(t)− u¯(t). Both
A˜(t) and B˜(t) are time-dependent Jacobians of the nonlinear function f(x(t),u(t)) with respect to
x¯(t) and u¯(t).
Discretization
Either the full nonlinear dynamics given by Eq. (1) or the approximate linear dynamics given by
Eq. (27) can be discretized using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a zero-order hold on the
control input uk.38 A fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration for Eq. (27) is given by
δxk+1 = δxk +
1
6
h(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4). (28)
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Note that the variable k is the discretized time-step and h is the step size for the system. With the
zero-order hold on a control input uk, the k1, k2, k3, and k4 are given by
k1 = A˜kδxk + B˜kδuk
k2 = A˜k (δxk + k1/2) + B˜kδuk
k3 = A˜k (δxk + k2/2) + B˜kδuk
k4 = A˜k (δxk + k3) + B˜kδuk.
(29)
By substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (28), the discretized system from a fourth-order Runge-Kutta with
a zero-order hold on control is
δxk+1 =
(
I + hA˜k +
h2
2!
A˜2k +
h3
3!
A˜3k +
h4
4!
A˜4k
)
δxk +
(
h+
h2
2!
A˜k +
h3
3!
A˜2k +
h4
4!
A˜3k
)
B˜kδuk,
(30)
which follows the form of Eq. (2). This discrete, linear approximation for Eq. (1) is used to produce
trajectories using LQR-RRT*. Similarly, the a discrete, nonlinear form of Eq. (1) can be obtained
for nonlinear MPC using the same fourth-order Runge-Kutta method which results in Eq. (3).
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